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Let R be a commutative ring with unit, let E be a free R-module of even 
rank n and let f: E* + E be an alternating map. Assume that f is represented 
by the alternating matrix X= (x,,) with respect to some basis in E and the 
dual one in E*. Consider the ideal 2I generated by all n - 2-order Pfaffians 
ofX. In [3] certain length 6 complex associated with the ideal 2I was 
described. If depth 2I = 6 (the largest possible), this complex provides a 
minimal free resolution of RI% unless 2 & R *. 
In [4] this result appeared as a particular case of the generic characteristic 
zero syzygies of the Pfaftian varieties (see [5] and [6] for the proofs and for 
a more general treatment of this subject). In the description of these syzygies 
the classical language of Schur functors was involved. Recall that the 
resolution of the ideal in question is given as the total complex of the double 
complex with the following components: 
A n.“.n(E*) 
W: 
A ~,~,~(E*)-A~.~--~,,(E*)-A,-I,,-I(E*) 
I I 
A ,,,t,,(E*> - An-t,t(E*) --+L,(E*) 
R 
and appropriate differentials. 
The aim of this paper is to construct a generic resolution of the ideal ‘u 
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(cf. [7] for a detailed discussion of this concept). Of course if the generic 
resolution IF of ‘3 exists then F @r Q must be isomorphic to the total 
complex of X. But there can be more than one functor over Z which gives 
the same Schur functor over Q; the symmetric and the divided powers are 
the best-known examples of such a situation. This leads immediately to the 
notion of Z-form of the Schur functor; see [ 1 ] for the definition and 
discussion of this material. Now we want to define two most significant Z- 
forms of the Schur functor A, associated with the partition I = i, > ... > i,. 
To do this we need some notation. For fixed free R-module G we write A’G, 
S.G, D.G for the exterior (or Grassmann) algebra, symmetric algebra and 
divided power algebra generated by G. Let m,: A’G @ A’G+ A’G, m,: 
S.G @ S.G -+ S.G, mg: D.G @ D.G + D.G denote the multiplications in these 
algebras. Recall that in addition to the algebra structure A’G, S.G and D.G 
are endowed with the co-algebra structure. Let A,,: Ai’G + A’G @ A’G, A,: 
S.G + S.G @ S.G, A,: D.G + D.G @ D.G be the respective comultiplications. 
Moreover let J = (j, ,..., jq ) be the conjugate partition with respect o 1, and 
let ]1] = i, + --- + i, denotes the weight of I. 
Given a free R-module G we set 
K,(G)=Im(D,,G@ . . . @DjqG%G@“‘%AiG@ . . . @A%), 
L,(G) = Im(A’lG @ . . . @ A’rG 5 GOI” a Sj, G @ . . . @ Sj,G). 
K, is the “smallest” Z-form and L, is the “biggest” Z-form of A, in the 
following sense. The composition 
is an injection. Let R,: L, + C, = LJK, be the canonical projection. 
Applying the above definitions to the free Z-module G, = Z” we can consider 
C,(Z”) as a GL(n, Z)-module (as a factor of L,(Z”)). Then for each 
GL(n, Z)-submodule C in C,(Z”) we can take n#!Y”)-‘(C) which is the 
GL(n, Z)-module between K,(E”) and L,(Z”) and produces a certain L-form 
of A, in a natural way. This gives a l-l correspondence between the family 
of GL(n, Z) submodules of C1(Zn) and Z-forms of A, defined on the free R- 
modules of rank n. Since no immediate reference for these facts is known to 
us, we refer to [8], where this subject is treated in somewhat different 
language. 
For our purposes the most subtle is the problem of a construction of the 
appropriate Z-form for F, which corresponds to A, _ 1, 1 in the complex X It 
is a subject of Section 1. In Section 2 we construct a “preresolution” F. with 
the correct modules and with differentials which will be modified in 
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Section 3. Section 3 is devoted to the proof of exactness of the final 
complex F., which gives a characteristic free generic resolution of ideal ‘?I in 
question. 
In particular we get a resolution of the Grassmannian G,(6). 
To begin with let us fix some notation. E always denotes a free R-module 
of the even rank n = 2m. If e, ,..., e, is a basis of E and H is a subsequence of 
(L..., n) with a complementary subsequence K, then e, denotes the 
multivector eK in the corresponding exterior power of E. 
Finally recall that the exterior algebra is endowed with a unique system of 
divided powers, see [2] for details. Iff: E* -+ E is an alternating map which 
corresponds to the element q E A ‘E, then the divided powers q”” of (o are 
related to Pfaffians by the formula 
v, (P) = \l 
,H, =f;-2p 
PfH(X) ei (1) 
Here X is a matrix of f with respect to the basis {et} and (e:}; PP(X) 
denotes the Pfafftan of the alternating matrix obtained from X by omitting 
rows and columns with indices in H. 
1. Z-FORMS OF/~,-,,, 
LEMMA 1.1. For an arbitrary free R-module G the following equalities 
hold: 
(1) L,_,,,(G)=Coker(/i”G’-r/l”-‘GOG), 
(2) K,-,,,(G) = Ker(A”-‘GO G4A”G) 
where u = A ,, , y = m, and a denotes the composition 
Proof: (1) It is easy to see that L,-,,,(G)=Imr, where 7 is a 
differential in the following exact sequence (which is a homogenous 
component of the Koszul resolution): 
O~A”G~A”-‘G~G-I-,A”-2G~S2G~... +S,G+O. 
Thus the assertion follows. 
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(2) Similarly K,-,,,(G) z Imj3 where /I stands for the differential in 
the following exactsequence (which is dual to the previous one): 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
One can easily check that with the above identifications the map 9 = 
of”- I ,i: Coker a -+ Coker u is induced by the following composition: 
PROPOSITION 1.2. The folio wing isomorphism of GL (n, %)-modules 
holds: 
c n-l,,(Z”) g A”@“)@ Z/nH 
Proof: Let e, ,..., e, be the standard basis in Z”. If fi stands for the class 
of er @ e, in L,-,,I(H”), then 
+ (-l)+O. 
,r, 
(2) 
Moreover if si is the class of ti in C,- ,,i(Z”), then the above description of 
the map q leads to the following set of relations: 
(-ly’si+(--l)‘+‘sj=o for i # j. (3) 
Using (2) and (3) we see that Cm-,,,(Z”) is a cyclic Z-module generated by 
si, isomorphic to Z/r& An easy verification of the GL(n, Z)-action on s, 
gives the assertion. 
For a divisor r of n let d’ denotes the uniquely determined Z-form of 
A “...,, I such that K “-,,, c~‘cL,-~,~ and [_Z’(Z”):K, -,,, (Z”)] =r. For 
our purposes the Z-forms 3’ and Zrn = (%‘)* (n = 2m), will be of 
particular interest. It is easy to see that 
%2(E”)=K~-~,~(b”) + x Ii 
i-odd 
or equivalently using Lemma 1.1(2) we have 
(4) 
8’(2”) E’ Ker[A”-‘(Z”) @ Z” 3 A”(Z”)] + l/2 5 ei 0 ei. (4’) 
i=l 
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Another description of a’@‘) is in terms of generators and relations. 
Namely, the Z-form in question corresponds to the following free Z-module: 
n-1 
P2(Z")= @ hii@ @ .a$@ EL& +Lf, + *** +a,-, -2Lt). (4") 
izj i=l 
Indeed the isomorphism w-with the description of .Z2 a;s in (4’) is given by 
the formulas 4~) = e, 0 ej, W(L$)=ei @ei+ei+,@ei+l, O(Lt)= 
l/2 J+J’=, e; @ ei, where {et} is the standard basis in Z “. 
We shall use these three presentations of 3’ exchangeably in the sequel. 
2. CONSTRUCTION OF A COMPLEX F 
Choosing an orientation in A"E we have E* N A"-'E, so we obtain alter- 
native possibility of writing the alternating map f: E * + E as J /1”- 'E + E. 
Let us consider the following diagram associated with the alternating mapf: 
A"-'E -+ E of free R-modules: 
Fc3’ = R 
3 
I 84 
3 d(2) F’2’ 1 (j(2) F’2’ 
1 
where the components are as follows: 
F(l) = A2E 
0 9 
F”’ = S E 
1 2 9 
F;" = X:'(E), I;;*' = -V(E), 
F:"=D2(An-'E), F~)=A'(II~-~E). 
First we define the horizontal differentials. Let X= (x,) be the matrix off 
with respect o the basis {e,}. We shall use the isomorphic descriptions of 3’ 
given by (4’) and (4”). The differential d\” is defined on the generators by 
the following rules: 
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ORa,j~ORa,~A*-1EOE~E~E~~2~, 
n-1 [1/2(n-i)] 
aw 2 =Y (-l)i Xi,i+2kei A ei+2kv 
i=l k?l 
This definition is correct because the first map sends LX, + a3 + ..a + ar,-, in 
2di”(n) (see also Remark 2.1). 
The differential di” is induced by the composition 
which factors through K,-!,,(E) = Ker(A”-‘E @ E -+ A”E), and by the 
inclusion K n- ,,,(E) 4 X’(E). The differentials in SrC2’ are dual to the 
corresponding ones in ST(l). 
The vertical differentials are maps of degree n - 2 and come from the 
Pfaftian map Pf: R + Ane2E; 1 + #m-1) as follows: a, = (Pf)*, 8; is induced 
by the composition 
S,E-+-+E@E Pf@L ,A”-2E@E@E=An-1E@E, 
which factors through K,- I,,(E), and by the inclusion K,- 1, ,(E) 4 Z’(E). 
Finally 
a; = (a;)*, a4 =a:. 
It is easy to see that fl= (Fji’) is a well-defined double complex of free 
R-modules. Moreover the total complex F. of Y is a self-dual length 6 
complex with H,(F.) = R/B. 
Remark 2.1. The definition of F2 and d\” expresses remarkable fact 
from the linear algebra. There exists a relation among (n - 2)-order Pfafftans 
of an alternating matrix X= (x,) which is not a Z-linear combination of two 
types of relations, given by 
(1) comparison of two distinct Laplace expansions of Pf(X), 
(2) expansion of the Pfaffian of the matrix with two rows-columns 
doubled. 
For the Laplace type expansion of PfatTian, see [3, Lemma 1.11. The 
relation in question is 
n-l [1/2(n-i)] 
T 
L 
=s (-1)’ Xi,i+2kPfi,i+Zk(X) = 0. 
i=l k=l 
A similar phenomenon does not occur for minors of m x n matrix consisting 
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of mn indetermines, as is clear from [ 11. One easily shows that relation (5) is 
a Z [ l/2]-linear combination of the relations mentioned above. 
3. A GENERIC FREE RESOLUTION F.OF '3 
We begin with the key result of this paper. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. There exists R-homomorphisms 
~3, E Hom,(F:*‘, Pi”) and a, E Hom,(Fr’, F$“) 
such that two maps of complexes 
(ai, 3;) and (24, 28,): ST’*’ + F(I) 
are homotopic. 
ProoJ Consider the following diagram 
p - 
i a~ya3;ayya2- y 
0 -2 p(l) 2 F(l) (1) I --+Fo 
Choose a basis B = (e, ,..., e,) in E. Let X, denotes the matrix off with 
respect to the basis B in E. With the pair (f, B) we associate the map 
d = Q, B): I;:*’ + F$” defined by the following formula: 
ek V e, k+ s Pfijkr(XB) er . ej. 
id 
This maps depends on the basis B. It suffices to prove that module 2: 
3; + d:“ri = 0, ~8; + di2’ = 0 (6) 
This will imply the existence of the desired a2 and a,. Moreover (a,, a,) will 
be a map of complexes because 8; d$*’ = d:“aS implies a, di2’ = d:“a,. 
Since d,(e, V ei) = 2ei @ e, = 0, then (84 + d:“d)(e, V ei) = &(ei V ei) = 0. 
Using the Laplace type expansion for PfafIians we obtain: 
dy’a(e, V e,) = d$” =T pfijkle- . e- 
(k,l):k<~k,l2i.i 
k 1 
= v Pfiik’ 
~k,O:k~k,l+i,i 
x X,/e: @ e, + x&e; @ e, 
(I 
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= x Pf”ei @ e, 
a:afi,j 
+C 
C Pfiisrxir + C Pfiiksxik 
8:sti.j I:I>S k:k<S i 
+C 
2 PfijV’Xi, + C Pfijk’Xik 
7:vfi.i I:l>?J k:k<q 
+ s PfiVei 0 ej. 
a:tl+i,i 
The last summand vanishes in view of the Laplace expansion because k f a. 
On the other hand: 
a;(,oi V ei) = C Pfj’e;l @ ei + s Pf’qeS] 0 ej 
6 v 
= Pf”(ei @ ei + ei @ ej) + s FPei 0 ei 
Sz8ti.j 
+ C PfiVe, @ f?j. 
s:s+i,j 
Therefore we obtain 
(85 + di’)d)(e, V ej) = Pf” s ei @ e, = Pf” . 2 . a = 0 
a 
(see definition (4’) of F, = Z*(E)). We conclude that 8, which satisfies the 
equation 28, = a; + &)Q really exists. Define a, = 8:. We obtain 
28, = aa,* = (a; + dyb)* = (a;)* + tl*cfy* = a, + dd;*’ 
because the complex F. is self-dual and 4 is symmetric by the definition. This 
finishes the proof of the proposition. 
Let ,Y be (a nonempty) set of all homotopies Q: F(*) +sT”) with the 
properties (6) described above. If 4 E Y’, then we set F.(s) to be the length 6 
complex with same modules as before and with the differentials a2 = a,(d), 
8, = a,( 4) instead of a;, 8;. 
We can now state the main result of this paper. 
THEOREM. Let R be a commutative Noetherian ring with unit, let X = 
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(x,) be an n x n alternating matrix with entries in R and let ‘u be the ideal 
generated by the (n - 2)-order Pfaflans ofX. If depth ‘8 = 6 (the largest 
possible), then the complex F. = lF.(rr df, B)) constructed above is acyclic and 
is a free resolution of R/+8. 
The proof of this theorem requires preliminary lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.2. If B, B’ are two bases of E, then the complexes IF.(d(f, B)) 
and iF.(d(f, B’)) are isomorphic. 
Proof: First of all we observe that if 2 divides 4, - ~1~ for pi, d2 E ,4/‘, 
then the complexes IF.(di) and IF.(+) are isomorphic, the isomorphism being 
induced by the map F$” @ F\*’ + F$” @ F’,2’ defined by (x, y) h (x + 
1/2[4,(Y) - 4Y)l, Y> on the third component and identities on the 
remaining ones. 
Next we claim that 2 divides o(f, B) - d(f, B’). Denote!= E @ Z,, f = 
f @ Z,, Z= a @ Z,. It suffices to prove that ?E Hom(S,(E), &(A”-‘~)) = 
Hom(S,@), D,@*)) is natural, i.e., does not depend on the basis in E. To 
do this we use a natural system of the divided powers in A’,!?. Recall that for - - 
the element 4 E A’,!? corresponding to f: E* + E and for every basis B in E 
the following equality holds, cf. (I), 
f? +n-*) = Y 
i<,?k< 1 
Now the crucial point in the proof is the observation that there exists the 
natural injection i: A’E* + D,@*) defined by the rule u A v I+ u . v. 
Consider the following natural composition 
Since i($“-“) = Zcfi B), and cpcrne2) does not depend on the basis in E, 
Z(-<J; B) = Z(f, B’) and thus 2 divides o(J B) - ti(J, B’). This completes the 
proof of the lemma. 
The “invariance” property of ff. established in the above lemma allows us 
to reduce the problem of exactness of F. by passing to a simpler matrix. 
Indeed using the “acyclicity lemma” we prove that the support of F. equals 
to the subscheme of Spec R determined by the idea1 3. The standard 
arguments how that it suffices to prove the following assertion: if R is a 
field K and ?.I = au) = K, then H.(F.Gf)) = 0. Now using Lemma 5.1, from 
(5) we conclude that it remains to prove the exactness of IF.(f) for the par- 
ticular 
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(7) 
m-1 
Next we claim that it is sufficient o prove that H,(lF.(f)) = H,(lF.(f)) = 0. 
Indeed because IF. is now a self-dual complex of vector spaces, these 
assumptions joint with H,, = 0 imply H6 = H, = H4 = 0. Then H3 = 0 in 
view of the equality Cp=, (-1)’ rk Fi = 0, and the self-duality of ff. again. 
To achieve our goal let us compare the homology of F(i)(f) with the 
homology of the second “symplectic exterior power” off 
d(f): D,(E*) - Ker(E* @ E % R) - A *E 
(3) (2) (1) 
(cf. [5]). We have Z,(Sr(“) = Z,(d) and Z,(Y”‘) = Z2(d) + Ka. But an 
immediate calculation shows that L$(e, V e,) =1x, whence the element a in 
F, is a boundary. Therefore it remains to prove that the cycles in Z,(d) and 
Z,(d) are boundaries in F.. We have the following: 
LEMMA 3.3. Let f = fi @ f2 be a presentation off: E* -+ E as a sum of 
alternating maps fi: E,? -+ Ei, i = 1,2, where fi is an isomorphism. Then 
W4f)> = H.(d(f,)). 
Proof: We have the following exact sequence of complexes: 
where A’(&) stands for the following complex: 
This sequence produces the long exact sequence of homology: 
. . . -Hi-,[~*(f~)Of,Of~I~Hi(~(f~)) 
-Hi(~(f))~Hi[li’(f,)Of,Of,]-,..‘. 
Since the complexes A2u2) and f, @ f2 are exact (see [ 11) the assertion 
follows. 
In view of the above lemma the homologies of d(f) are isomorphic to the 
homologies of the following complex: 
0 -+ D,(E,) 4 Ker(E, @ E, - A’E,) A A’E, - 0 
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where dim E, = 2. Therefore Ho(&) = K and because a, is a map of rank 1, 
hence H,(F.) = 0. Moreover as dim H,(._&) = 3, we see that the elements 
x, = e; 0 e, , x2=e;@e,, xj = e, @ e, + e; 0 e, 
generate H,(d). But x3 = 2a in H,(d), so we have to find two elements y, , 
y,, such that &(Ky, @ KY,) = Kx, @ Kx,. The elements y, = e, V e, , yz = 
e, V e2 satisfy this condition. Hence H,(F.) = 0 for the special f given by (7), 
and the proof of the theorem is complete. 
COROLLARY. The Betti numbers of U are independent of characteristic. 
In particular the ideal defining the Plticker embedding of the Grassmanian 
G,(6) in the projective space IpI possesses this property. 
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